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Abstract. The purpose of this research is to find out the right tourism development strategy to be implemented in Popo village as a coastal tourism village in Takalar Regency. The method of this research is descriptive research. The instruments in this study include; Observation of Data Documentation, Interview and Questionnaire. The result of the research shows that the development of tourist villages requires support from various parties so that they can become income for the community in the tourist village. In the development of tourist villages, there are various factors including driving factors and inhibiting factors. The driving factor of the tourist village being the driving force for the promotion of the tourist village will be a factor inhibiting the development of the tourist village so that it can be accepted and managed so that it can be entered as a tourism partner village.
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Introduction

The prospect of the tourism industry in Indonesia is very large and promising, considering that Indonesia has abundant natural resources. Tourism is all activities in society related to tourists (Soekadjo, 2001). The tourism sector provides a significant contribution to the national Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Tourism contributes about 4.1% of GDP directly and 9% indirectly. The tourism sector is also able to withstand the pressures of the global crisis. Through the 2019 Indonesia Year visit program, the tourism sector managed to capture and bring in 6.5 million foreign tourists, equivalent to USD 7.5 million in foreign exchange (Business news, 2010).

Tourism is considered as an alternative in the economic sector to accelerate poverty reduction in Indonesia and is believed not only to be able to become a mainstay sector in an effort to increase the country’s foreign exchange, but also to alleviate poverty (Yoeti 2008). Therefore, the government has an important role in exploring the potential and making policies for tourism development, so that local communities are awakened to their awareness to explore potential and move to build their respective villages and cities. One strategy that thrives and becomes a stakeholder is the tourism village development strategy through community empowerment (Siswanto, 2015). According to Chandler, strategy is a tool to achieve company goals in relation to long-term goals, follow-up programs and resource allocation priorities (Umar, 2010).
The tourism sector is an important sector in providing income and a source of deficit for development in an area (Kabanova & Vetrova, 2017). Tourism which is an activity of human movement in traveling temporarily, to a place outside the area where they live with the aim of without intending to make a living (Gunn & Var, 2020).

In organizing and developing their regions, local governments are required to be able to explore and seek sources of local revenue based on the potentials or wealth owned by the regions by using and managing them properly and optimally. One of the most supportive development potentials is the tourism potential which has not been fully utilized.

Tourism potential is considered to be quite potential as one of the substitute commodities for mining materials that needs to be managed and developed in South Sulawesi Province, especially Takalar Regency. Tourism potential in Takalar Regency consists of 3 (three) categories of tourist attractions, namely tourism, cultural tourism. Marine tourism in Takalar Regency is included in natural tourism.

Tourism activity is a socio-cultural activity that involves a lot of humans in it, so it is natural that in its development the human element becomes the center of attention, both as a subject and object (Saepudin et al., 2018). With the development of tourism is expected to be able to provide competitiveness against other tourist destinations. This development activity cannot be separated from social, economic and environmental conditions. Therefore, the use of an environment must be carefully planned and controlled in a directed manner. In this case the role of the community is very important, by involving the community in the preparation and planning of tourism in their area, it is expected to be able to increase their participation because there is a sense of ownership and responsibility to maintain and preserve which at the same time improves the community's economy and ultimately improves the welfare of the community (Fitranti, 2014).

In tourism development, facilities and infrastructure are an important factor in the success of tourism development (Bhuiyan et al., 2013). In Takalar Regency, the facilities and infrastructure are considered very inadequate. Like public roads. Takalar Regency has 411 km of roads. The condition of lightly and heavily damaged roads of 239 km is commonly found on roads leading to tourist attractions in Takalar Regency.

Coastal tourism objects have great potential in improving the community's economy, at least in improving the economy of the community around the tourist area (Brake & Edward, 2014). Tourism activities have a broad impact on community activities as a positive impact of the multiplier effect (Rusu, 2011). With the existence of tourism activities, the potential for other activities such as the provision of hotels or guesthouses, food and beverages, souvenirs, local transportation and other small businesses. The current coastal management is still not optimal. Therefore, a strategy is needed in developing tourism potential.

Based on the results of initial observations, the strategies used by the Takalar Regency Tourism Office for marine tourism through ecotourism, among others, are zonation, development of ODTW (Tourism Attractions), development of tourism objects and attractions by adding supporting facilities and infrastructure for tourists, increasing tourism promotion, community participation in achieving marine tourism development, however, this strategy can run optimally if the attention, participation and consideration of the Takalar Regency Government through the Tourism Office, the community to implement the strategy.

The development of the number of tourists who come to Takalar Regency is not balanced with the development of the existing transportation system. Tourists who come to Takalar Regency are faced with the difficulty of accessing cheap, fast, and comfortable public transportation.
The existing public transportation is still very limited with routes that are also still limited. This condition is of course very unfavorable for the development of tourism in Takalar Regency in the future.

The tourism potential in Takalar Regency is very promising if it is managed optimally. To create competitiveness with other tourist areas, Takalar Regency must immediately improve. Competitiveness between tourist areas is an unavoidable factor in the world of tourism. Because competitiveness itself will affect the number of tourists visiting.

In this case, one of the villages that has the potential to be developed as a tourism village based on cultural and natural tourism is Popo Village. By looking at the future prospects of tourism which will be very promising in making a major contribution to regional development. Popo Village has the power as a complete tourist attraction for its natural beauty, the hospitality of the village community, the atmosphere is still beautiful and comfortable, has its own uniqueness.

Popo Village is a village administratively located in South Galesong Dis, Takalar Regency, South Sulawesi Province, which is famous for its beaches and natural scenery. Popo Village has various potential tourist and cultural objects that can attract tourists to visit. As for the various tourism potentials that can be developed in Popo Village, namely the presence of beaches and extensive rice fields, various cultures such as the culture of fishing activities carried out by most of the villagers. Therefore, by developing further tourism potential in Popo Village, it is hoped that it will be able to attract many tourists to visit and get to know the tourist area of Popo Village better. However, on the other hand, various problems will arise in developing the Popo tourist village, including the readiness of the community as an object of tourism, problems with supporting facilities and infrastructure, the form of packaging of potential natural and cultural tourist attractions, the convenience of tourists who come to visit and so on. Thus, this study aims to develop Popo Village as a natural and cultural tourism village area by packaging various existing potentials, so that it becomes a promotional media for Popo Village as a tourist attraction.

Popo village beach should be an important tourism asset in Takalar Regency which contributes high Regional Original Income (PAD) and becomes a means of empowering the community, but in fact this tourist attraction has not been able to contribute to PAD and is efficient in shaping the economic independence of the community. The problem that occurs is that the coastal development of Popo Village as a tourist attraction is not optimal. Likewise, the ideal development of coastal areas involving the three pillars of good governance has not yet been implemented. The lack of facilities and infrastructure, for example, is road access in tourist sites that are still not good, with damaged asphalt roads, lack of infrastructure such as non-existent lodging, supporting tourist attractions, supporting facilities for recreational facilities, public entertainment and poor beach conditions. preserved.

The coastal development strategy of Popo Village as a tourism object area has not been implemented properly, where the role of the government is very dominant compared to the community, so that the level of community welfare has not been achieved. The absence of an ideal concept has resulted in many problems that arise, even though the coastal area of Popo Village has great potential to be developed. The coastal development of Popo Village has not been able to provide optimal Regional Original Income, improve people's living standards and improve community welfare, but this has not been achieved because the development strategy has not been optimal. The purpose of this research is to find out the right tourism development strategy to be implemented in Popo village as a coastal tourism village in Takalar Regency.
Methods
The research design carried out by researchers in order to carry out research activities is to use descriptive research. In this study, researchers tried to find and describe the potentials that exist in Popo village in the form of physical and non-physical potential. Furthermore, by paying attention to these two potentials to find out: development directions, future prospects, and support for Popo Tourism Village. Based on the form and method of implementation, this research is a survey research. This research was conducted in Popo Village, Galesong Selatan District, Takalar Regency, South Sulawesi Province in April-August 2021. The data collection techniques and instruments in this study include; Observation of Data Documentation, Interview and Questionnaire. The respondents of this study were the people of Popo village, and tourists visiting Popo village.

Results and Discussion
The strategy formulation process includes developing a vision and mission, identifying opportunities, threats, strengths, and weaknesses, setting long-term goals, searching for alternative strategies and selecting strategies for the institution. Likewise with the Department of Culture, Tourism, Youth and Sports which is the drafter and executor of policies in the field of tourism development in Takalar Regency.

The formulation of a tourism development strategy starts from making a master plan in the form of a planning document (Amiruddin, 2020). The planning documents can be in the form of a Master Plan, DED (Detail Engineering Design), as well as a Building and Environmental Planning Plan. As a development of the vision and mission of the Department of Culture, Tourism, Youth and Sports, especially the fifth mission, namely to introduce and expose potential tourism objects and attractions, and other supporting potentials including culture, youth creativity and sports tourism as well as the sixth mission, namely optimizing development tourism objects and attractions, tourism facilities and infrastructure as well as the development of ecotourism based on a people's economy, there are several priorities that must be prioritized, but do not exclude other tourism attractions.

The local government has not yet developed and managed several tourist attractions in the Takalar area because they have to prioritize priority tourism objects. In 2012-2031 development is focused on the Topejawa beach and the Mamminasata area which has been designated by the Central Government as a National Tourism Strategic Area. While the object of alternative tourism and the selection of strategies at the institution. Likewise with the Department of Culture, Tourism, Youth and Sports which is the drafter and executor of policies in the field of tourism development in Takalar Regency. The formulation of a tourism development strategy starts from making a master plan in the form of a planning document. The planning documents can be in the form of a Master Plan, DED (Detail Engineering Design), as well as a Building and Environmental Planning Plan. As a development of the vision and mission of the Department of Culture, Tourism, Youth and Sports, especially the fifth mission, namely to introduce and expose potential tourism objects and attractions, and other supporting potentials including culture, youth creativity and sports tourism as well as the sixth mission, namely optimizing development tourism objects and attractions, tourism facilities and infrastructure as well as the development of ecotourism based on a people's economy, there are several priorities that must be prioritized, but do not exclude other tourism attractions.
Development Strategy includes; (1) Optimizing the condition of the natural potential that is owned, namely in the form of beautiful beaches and catches of fish that can be packaged attractively to improve the quality and diversity of tourism products; (2) Increasing the diversity of tourist attractions both within the location of tourist objects and raising the potential of natural resources that have not been developed and packaging them more attractively through tour packages, adequate facilities and homestay development as well as developing cultural arts as tourism events to increase tourist attraction and face competition with similar tourist objects; (3) Optimizing the role of management in developing equal potential in each hamlet and continuing development programs such as socialization, training and capital assistance with more frequent and even intensity for the development of homestays and improving the quality of human resources; (4) Improving services through the provision of adequate facilities, infrastructure, and accessibility supported by Takalar Regency policies related to tourism development in order to support the needs and comfort of tourists; (5) Utilizing the availability of local manpower and optimizing community participation supported by local government policies in developing tourist attractions and improving the local economy; (6) There is a need for integrated waste management in Popo Village, especially in each tourist attraction.

Based on the internal and external environmental factors of the tourist village in Popo Village, a SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) was carried out which is an alternative strategy for developing a tourist village in Popo Village, South Galesong District, Takalar Regency. The SWOT matrix produces four possible alternative cells for developing tourist villages according to the potential and conditions of the internal environment and external environmental conditions of Popo Village.

Based on each strategy, various development programs can be described and derived that support the development of the tourist village of Popo Village in particular and Takalar Regency in general.

Table 1. SWOT analysis matrix for tourist village Popo Village, South Galesong Regency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunity (O)</th>
<th>Threat (T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Located on the Maminasata integrated route so as to provide an opportunity to increase the number of tourists</td>
<td>1. Beach Abrasion that can happen at any time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Some women in Popo village do weaving activities that can be used as souvenirs or souvenirs typical of Popo village as a coastal tourism village</td>
<td>2. Polluted environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Alternative recreation for the local community</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. From the abundance of marine products, tourists can at the same time feel the sensation of fresh seafood culinary tourism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The land is still very large</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Strength (S)
1. Community culture is still very strong
2. Popo Village holds a fishing party every year which can be an attraction for tourists
3. Popo Village is divided into two areas, namely the coastal area with abundant marine products and the land area consisting of rice fields.
4. Have a beach view to enjoy the sunset

### SO
1. Adding game rides to Popo Village Tourism Objects, both located. This aims to take advantage of existing opportunities, namely the strategic position of Popo Village which is on the Maminasata Line. This opportunity must be maximized by the manager by providing attractions other than beach tourism with sunset views in order to increase the number of visitors. Based on the results of observations in the field, Popo Village Tourism Object currently does not have a playground. This strategy stems from the correlation between “beautiful sunset and beach views” (Strength) and “Popo village on the Maminasata Line” (Opportunity).
2. Promoting Popo Village Tourism Objects through events or festivals entitled tourism. This strategy is carried out so that the Popo Village Tourism Object is better known by many people. Tourists can not only enjoy the beach atmosphere but also the vast rice fields so that the rural feel is very thick in this location.
3. The people of Popo village are mostly fishermen, this is very possible for tourists to enjoy culinary tours of fresh fish processed by the community and bring home souvenirs in the form of woven.
4. The fishing party which is held annually in the village of Popo can be an alternative tourism for the local community and tourists. Besides learning

### ST
1. The Government of Takalar Regency through village institutions and youth youth of Popo Village can work together in protecting the coastal environment from coastal abrasion by planting mangroves on a regular basis. Apart from preventing abrasion of the mangrove habitat, it is hoped that it will become an ecosystem for seabirds, crabs and small fish which will become a source of income for the people of Popo village.
2. The village government and the manager of Popo village tourist destinations can impose sanctions or fines for the community and tourists who do not maintain and pollute the environment so that the beach will always be kept clean.
about culture, tourists can also learn the values of mutual cooperation in this activity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weakness (W)</th>
<th>WO</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Lack of Budget Allocation in tourism village management</td>
<td>1. Find and arrange new land for a more appropriate parking space, because at Popo Village Tourism Object there is not yet an adequate parking space. because with the new land that is used as a parking lot it will be more comfortable for tourists. The facilities available at a tourism object will trigger an increase in the number of visitors.</td>
<td>1. Utilizing technology as a promotional medium in developing technology-based tourism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Human resources who have not been trained in the management of tourist destinations</td>
<td>2. Cooperating with the creative industry and the community to make handicrafts, food and beverages typical of Popo Village and provide assistance in processing marine products so that they have high economic value. This can open up employment opportunities for local residents and at the same time become an attraction for tourists so that it can increase the number of tourists at Popo Tourism Object.</td>
<td>2. More showing the development of the coastal tourist area of Popo village in the construction and maintenance of facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Lack of promotion of marine tourism destinations in Takalar district, especially in Popo Village, South Galesong District</td>
<td>3. Conducting socialization and assistance for reforestation of coastal areas by planting mangroves to prevent beach abrasion</td>
<td>3. Conducting socialization and assistance for reforestation of coastal areas by planting mangroves to prevent beach abrasion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Lack of parking space</td>
<td></td>
<td>4. The government of Takalar Regency through the tourism office and the health office provides direction to the community on how important it is to maintain beach cleanliness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Inadequate road infrastructure, lots of damage and potholes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results obtained by selecting the right strategy by collaborating between internal factors (strengths and weaknesses) with external factors (opportunities and threats), it can be concluded that the Popo Village Tourism Object needs to develop and improve related components (attractions, accessibilities, accommodation, and ancillary). These components will determine whether or not a tourist attraction is comfortable, because basically tourists will feel comfortable and want to come back again if the tourist attraction gives a different and comfortable impression. Community participation is also important to support the development of a tourist attraction.
Community participation in the tourism village development process will be realized as a real activity if three main factors are met that support it, namely (1) awareness, (2) ability, and (3) opportunities for the community to participate (Frasawi, 2018). In addition, the same thing was also conveyed by Wardani, (2018) that the involvement of the community's role will greatly affect the progress of tourism objects, the community is always involved in various things, namely planning, monitoring, management, entrepreneurs/tourism economic actors who also support good management, in tourism development. It is hoped that with the strategy that has been offered to the Popo Village Object, it can increase the number of visitors and become more widely known. So that with the increase in tourist visits at the Popo Village Tourism Object, it can become a regional income, because considering that the traders who are in the Popo Village Tourism Object location are the villagers themselves. Support from the government is also very much needed so that tourist attractions in Takalar Regency, especially Popo Village Tourism Objects can be managed by being monitored and also promoted so that they can be recognized by domestic and foreign tourists.

Conclusion

The development of tourist villages requires support from various parties so that they can become income for the community in the tourist village. In the development of tourist villages, there are various factors including driving factors and inhibiting factors. This is also a factor that makes tourist villages exist in Popo Tourism Village. The driving factor of the tourist village being the driving force for the promotion of the tourist village will be a factor inhibiting the development of the tourist village so that it can be accepted and managed so that it can be entered as a tourism partner village.
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